The Old Mill Stream
A CROSS STITCH DESIGN BY JULIA LUCAS

Materials needed:
• 14-count Pewter Aida (a Zweigart product), about 10” x 12”
• Kreinik Blending Filament 001 Silver, Very Fine (#4) Braid 194 Pale Blue, Fine (#8) Braid 9400 Baby Blue
• DMC embroidery floss as listed in color key

Instructions:
1. Cross stitch using three strands of floss or one strand of Very Fine (#4) or Fine (#8) Braid, according to the color key.
2. Work backstitch using one strand of floss, or one strand of Kreinik Blending Filament according to key below.
3. For ‘stars’ in the night sky, work all cross stitches in DMC 311 then work a cross stitch over top where indicated by symbols, using one strand Kreinik Blending Filament 001 Silver.

Color Key:

- DMC 524 VERY LIGHT FERN GREEN
- DMC 3052 MED. GREEN GREY
- DMC 311 MED. NAVY BLUE
- DMC 311, WITH BLENDING FILAMENT 001 OVER TOP
- DMC 310 BLACK
- DMC 500 VY. DK. BLUE GREEN
- DMC 501 DK. BLUE GREEN
- DMC 648 LT. BEAVER GREY
- DMC 647 MED. BEAVER GREY
- DMC 646 DK. BEAVER GREY
- DMC 613 LT. DRAB BROWN
- DMC 612 MED. DRAB BROWN
- DMC 611 DK. DRAB BROWN
- DMC 3781 DK. MOCHA BROWN
- DMC 918 DK. RED COPPER
- DMC 300 VY. DK. MAHOGANY
- DMC 762 VY. LT. PEARL GREY
- DMC WHITE
- DMC 931 MED. ANTIQUE BLUE
- DMC 932 LT. ANTIQUE BLUE
- DMC 3753 UL. VY. LT. ANTIQUE BLUE

VERY FINE (#4) BRAID 194 PALE BLUE
FINE (#8) BRAID 9400 BABY BLUE
BACKSTITCH WINDOWS, DOOR WITH DMC WHITE
BACKSTITCH WINDOW SLITS WITH DMC 310
BACKSTITCH MILL WHEEL SPOKES WITH DMC 918 DK. RED COPPER
BACKSTITCH WEEDS WITH DMC 3781 DK. MOCHA BROWN
BACKSTITCH REAR MILL POND WITH DMC 931 MED. ANTIQUE BLUE
BACKSTITCH FRONT MILL POND AND STREAM WITH DMC 932 LT. ANTIQUE BLUE
BACKSTITCH FOREGROUND STREAM HIGHLIGHTS WITH BLENDING FILAMENT 001 SILVER